- Case Study -

Blueair Makes Air Pollution
Dramatically Visible

About Blueair
Originating in Sweden, Blueair air purifiers have a
reputation for top-notch performance, technological
innovation, and quality design. Blueair’s focus has
always been to design and manufacture the best air
purification system available. The Blueair air purifier
offers health benefits plus award-winning design
and functionality.

Blueair’s Goals

Communicate the Reality of an
Invisible Environmental Threat


Blueair had purification down yet
faced a bigger commercial challenge,
how do you sell a solution to an
invisible threat?


Highlight the Value of their Indoor
Air Products



Find a Suitable Air Quality Data
Source



n the face of competition from big
corporate and emerging tech startups,
Blueair was looking for a way to
communicate benefits that are blind to
the naked eye, such as superior
efficiency, cleaner air, and accessibility.

Blueair needed an air quality data
provider that could streamline their
integration into one, easy, accurate
source for all of their global target
markets, allowing them to provide
actionable insights to their customers
via their connected devices, apps,
and website products.
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The Solution

01
he Google Street View of Pollution Data



T

With the integration of BreezoMeter’s real-time air quality data,
Blueair created an innovative visualization for personalized
outdoor exposure; educating consumers on what is in the air they
breathe, bringing awareness to the reality of air pollution and
igniting the feeling of empowerment when facing personal
exposure.
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Airview: Powered by Air Quality Intelligence


Air View is a different approach from the traditional pollution map
where you’re looking at your location as if from above. Rather,
visitors are afforded the immersive AR experience of walking down
their street through actual pollutant exposure. Air View combines
two great technologies - Google Street View and BreezoMeter's
location-based pollution data - to show which pollutants are
present in the user’s air. The striking visuals help drive home the
point about how close and how real air pollution really is. 


Each bubble is labeled for users to see what’s polluting their air,
whether it’s Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), PM 2.5 particles, or emission
particles. By clicking on any of the bubbles, users get a full
explanation of the pollutant, including 3 key points; what causes it,
general information, and health effects. 


Blueair not only informs and engages visitors but guides them to
action, such as downloading the Blueair Friend app, signing the
petition to World Air Day, and visiting the Blueair website.
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You’ve Got a Connected Friend in Blueair...App


BreezoMeter’s real-time air quality data is also integrated into their
companion apps which can connect to multiple Blueair purifiers at
a time, keeping users informed of air quality levels and offering
helpful advice on how to reduce exposure to harmful pollutants
and stay healthy.
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Personalize Indoor Air Management


By seamlessly accessing location-based, real-time air quality
Blueair’s customers have a clear understanding of when and how
to use the products while most importantly, the ability to see the
benefits that their air purifier provides. 


Staying Informed: The Blueair connected app tracks air quality
outdoors at the users position, or any place worldwide and the
color coded heat-map gives a fast overview of the air quality
outdoors. 


Healthier Actions: Based on the outdoor air insights they know
when to open or close windows, when to turn on air purifiers, and
are informed as to when their filters will need replacement,
maintenance or updates. 


Automation/Smarter Product Use: Using the app remotely or over
wifi users can control the connected Blueair air purifiers from any
location when they see the outdoor air quality is poor staying in
control of your indoor air at all times. 


How Did Blueair Benefit?

User Engagement & Product Value



Highly Loyal Customers



Always-on Indoor Air Service



By tapping into a growing healthconscious mindset using highly
engaging ways to visualize air pollution,
Blueair produced a tool to raise
awareness around the health risks
posed by poor air quality, drive home
the urgency for and increase demand
for their indoor air products.



Blueair has built a brand image that
stands for trust and performance,
leveraging word-of-mouth marketing,
and creating long-term satisfaction for
their customers, from purchase to
product servicing, to connected devices
and continuous potential engagement
for future customers.

Connected apps, indoor air quality

monitor, and the Air View service makes
the Blueair suite of indoor air products
an always-on personalized air
experience. Blueair successfully makes
the transition to lifestyle brand rather
than household appliance.


"We chose BreezoMeter as our Air Quality data partner as they provide us with the most
accurate, reliable data available. Enabling us to spread awareness on pollution levels to
people all over the world, through our free air quality services Blueair Friend and Airview.”"
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